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UBLESHOOTING

The Power of Mobile Phase
Strength

fter you have worked with liq-

uid chromatography (LC) for

several years, adjustment of the

mobile phase to move peaks around

comes almost as second nature. To the

newcomer, however, such changes border

on magic. One of the rules of thumb

that I teach in my short courses is "noth-

ingt magic." This is meant to remind us

that chromatography is a very sysrematic

process - study it carefully and you will

minimize your surprises. In this month's

installment of "LC Tioubleshooting,"

we'll look at solvent strength and see how

we can use it to make predictable

changes in the peak movement for

reversed-phase LC separations. Hope-

fully, you will be able to make some

practical use out ofthe principles pre-

sented here the next time you need to

develop or adjust a method.

Solvent Strength

Solvent strength refers to the abiliry ofa

solvent to elute compounds more quickly

from the column. For reversed-phase sep-

arations, the organic phase is the strong

solvent - most commonly acetonitrile

or methanol. The aqueous phase, on the

other hand, is a weak solvent. The most

common convention is to refer to the

weak solvent as the A-solvent (o/oA) and

the strong solvent as the B-solvent (%B).

The mobile phase usually is a blend of

the A- and B-solvents; for example, 40o/o

buffer and 6070 methanol (abbreviated

600/oB). We'll look only at isocratic sepa-

rations this month - those in which

there is no change in mobile phase com-

position during the separation. A good

way for the beginner to learn about

mobile phase strength is to make a series

of runs with different o/oB mobile phases,

using well-behaved compounds on a Cl8

column. An alternative is to use one of

the retention modeling software pro-

grams, such as DryLab software (Rheo-

dyne, Rohnert Park, California). You

usually can get a free copy of a demon-

stration version ofthe sofrware that con-

tains standard samples that you can

manipulate with the software. This is the

approach I took to generate the chro-

matograms of Figure 1 and correspon-

ding data ofThble I.

Where to Start?
The first question is where to start?'We

can start our experiments with any %oB,

so at first glance, it might make sense to

start at 507o B - after all, this is the

middle of the range, so we should have

equal probabiliry offinding the best

mobile phase above or below 50% -

right? Wrong! The problem with this

approach is that often we have no way of

predicting retention without first doing

an experiment or two. An arbitrary mid-

dle-of-the-road solvent strength might

not elute all our compounds, yet we

wouldnt know it. A better approach is to

start at a strong solvent, even though it is

highly likely that this condition will be

too strong. So start at 100% or 90olo B.

The chromatogram for 90olo B in Figure

1 is rypical of what we might find. All

the sample components come off the col-

umn so fast that it is hard to determine

how many are present. However, from

the appearance of the chromatogram,

we're pretty sure that everything has been

eluted under these conditions. On the

plus side, however, the experiment didnt

take very long.
\X/here next? One effective approach to

method development is to step back in

1070 B increments from a sffong solvent

unti l  the desired chromatogram is
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obtained. The chromatograms for 9070

down to 40o/o B are shown in Figure 1.

Note that all of these are plotted on the

same time scale except 40ol0, which uses

a 40-min, rather than I5-min run t ime.

A careful study of these chromatograms

can give us much useful insrruction.

Retention and o/oB

First, let's consider what happens to

retention time as we change o/oB. Pick a

peak from the chromatogram or Thble I

and you can see that as 7oB decreases,

retention time increases. Nothing's magic
- peak dont move to longer retention

times, then suddenly change direction -

they move in a very regular fashion. In

fact, the regulariry ofthis change in

recention For reversed-phase separations is

so systematic that we have another rule

of thumb for this. The Rule ofThree

states that for each 10olo change in %8,

retention changes by approximately

threefold. Actually, it can be 2.5-fo\d or

fourfold for a given compound, but

threefold is a good generalization. Let's

see how this works - Iook at the reten-

tion times for peak 8 in Table I. Starting

at 80% B, where we are beginning ro see

some peak movement: 1.6,2.8,5.0,

14.1, and 34.6 min for successive 10%o B

steps. This gives retention time ratios of

1.8,2.1,2.3, and 2.5, respectively. This

doesnt seem very constant, does it? As a

general rule, it is better to compare val-

ues ofthe retention factor k than reten-

tion times. The retention factor (for-

merly called the capacity factor P') is

calculated as follows:

f r  =  ( ty -  t )  t l l
t o

where tp is the retention time and ro is

the column dead time, both measured in

the same units (for example, minutes or

seconds). The dead time is the time it

takes an unretained substance to pass

through the column, and can be meas-

ured by injecting an unretained material,

such as uracil. at ) 70o/o B. An alterna-

tive is to esdmate to as 0.01L/F for a 4.6-

mm i.d. column, where Z is the column

length in millimeters and F is the mobile

phase f low rate in mil l i l i ters per minute.

So for the 150 mm X 4.6 mm column

used for the runs of Figure 1,
(0.01)(150)/(2) :  0.75 min, which is

very close to the measured value of
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0.77 min.

So now armed with }-values for all the

peaks (see Thble I), we can check the rule

of three again for h rather than retention

time. W'e see 1.1, 2.7,6.9, 17.4, and

44.0 for *-values from 80% rc 40o/o B.

The rat ios now are 2.5,2.6,2.5, and 2.5,

respecrively - much more consistent

than retention time ratios. You can check

the ratios for the other peaks in Thble I

and see that most fall in the 2.0-2.5

range for this set of compounds - not

quite 3, but the rule of three is close

enough for estimates.

So what does this relationship buy us?

It can save us time in our method-devel-

opment strategy. If we estimate a three-

fold increase in retention ([) for each

10olo change in 0/oB, we can guess what

will happen for the next step based upon

the results for one experiment. For the

90olo B run, the peaks all come out way

too early, and we can guess that 80% will

not give sufficient retention, so we can

skip 80o/o and go directly to 70o/o B.

How much change should a20o/o B

adjustment make? Not 3 + 3, but 3 X

3, or ninefold change in retention (I usu-

ally round this to l0-fold for ease of

mental calculations). Once we begin to

see the peaks separating, as at7\o/o B, it

is best not to make changes of more than

70o/o.

Another generalization that can be

made is that we generally will get the

best chromatographic behavior if all the

peaks are eluted in a range of 2<h<10,

but because, for many samples, it is not

possible to get all peals within this

range, we'll settle for 1<k<20. Smaller

l-values tend to make the peaks run into

the junk eluted at /o in many samples;

larger than k = 20, and the peaks become

so broad that they become hard to

detect. From the data in Table I. we need

to operate somewhere in the 50-70o/o B

range to obtain 1(h{20 for all peaks.

Resolution and YoB

As discussed previously, rerention times

increase as the mobile phase strength

decreases (lower %B), and you probably

noticed that the overall separation

improved, too. Look at the separation of

peaks 5 and 6 as the mobile phase is

changed from 600/o to 50o/o to 40o/o B -

it gradually improves. This is one of

those general rules that doesnt necessar-
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Figure 1: Simulated chromatograms for aromatic compounds of Table l .  Insets are expanded
sections of chromatograms. Column: 150 mm X 4.6 mm, 5-pm do C18; mobile phase: water
(A) and acetonitr i le (B); f low rate: 2 mUmin; temperature: 35 "C. %B is shown on the chro-
maloorams.

ily hold for individual peak pairs, how-

ever. Take peaks 7 and 8, for example.

Ahhough rhe retention t ime increases,

moving from 70o/o B to 40%8, these

peaks move closer and closer together

until they are merged into a single peak
at 40o/o B. How about our "nothings

magic" principie here?'We see peaks 7
and B move closer, then merge. \W/hat

would happen if we continued to try a

weaker and weaker mobile phase? \Would

they reverse order? Yes, they would, and
we can see this by looking ar the reren-

tion time data for peaks 2 and 3 in Thble

I. \7e can see that at90o/o down to 60%o
B, peak 2 is eluted first, and at 50o/oB,
the two peaks both are eluted at 5.7 min.

A further change to 40o/o B causes the

peaks to reverse order - peak 3 now

comes out first. So our nothingk magic
rule holds - peak 3 moves forward rela-

tive to peak 2 as weaker and weaker

mobile phases are tried.

Note another regular pattern: as o/oB is

decreased, peak width increases. Peak

area should be constant, so broader peaks

mean they will be shorter and, thus,
harder to detect. At sufficiently weak

mobile phases, the late-eluted peaks will

be so broad they will be hard to distin-

guish from the relatively noisy baseline in

a real chromatogram.

Critical Peak Pairs and 7oB
\(hen we examine chromatograms to

determine which one is best, our eye
should focus on the critical peak pair in

each separation. The critical pair is the

pair ofpeaks that is the least separated.

Obvious cases are peala 7 and 8 at 40o/o
B, and 2 and 3 at 50o/o B. For 600lo, it is
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Figure 2: Optimum separation of sample of Table l .  Al l  condit ions as in Figure 1, except 56%
B mobile phase.

harder to tell from the full chro-
matogram, but the expanded inset for
pealc l-6 makes it obvious that pealc 4

and 5 are the critical pair here. For 70o/o,
the expanded chromatogram shows that,
although peaks 4 and 5 are not resolved

to the baseline, peaks 3 and 4 overlap

completely (also see Table I), so they are
the critical pair. tVhen the critical peak

pair changes from one condition to
another, an intermediate condition will
give a better separation than either of the

two bracketing ones. Befween 70o/o and

600/o B, peaks 4 and 5 will still be sepa-
rated poorly, because they are not well

separated at either 70o/o or 50% B. The

same holds for peaks 7 and 8 berween

50o/o and 40o/o B. Between 50o/o and

50o/o B, we would expect a better separa'
tion ofpeaks 4 and 5 than at 600lo B and
better separation of peaks 2 and 3, and 7
and 8 than at 50o/o B. So we would
expect the best overall separation some-
where between 600/o and 50% B. The

0.., ..'"r'.::J;; 
t: 
:'::; ;: ;:

this example, as seen in Figure 2. Higher
o/oB compromises the separation of peaks
4 and 5, whereas lower 7oB degrades the
separation ofpeaks 2 and3. As expected
with regular peak movements when 7oB
is changed, the run time for Figure 2 is
between that of the 50o/o and 50o/o B
runs of Figure 1.

log k Versus 9oB

The regular movement of peaks with a

change in o/oB can be expressed in

another way. As shown in Figure 3, a
plot of log * versus o/oB for the eight
peaks gives plots that are approximately
linear. The lines are generally parallel,

and this pattern of similar slopes give rise

to the rule of three. Howevet because
the lines are not exacdy parallel, different
values of o/oB will result in changes in
peak separation. The points at which the
Iines intersect correspond to condirions
of complete peak overlap that are seen in

the chromatog rams: 40o/o (7 + 8), 5Ooto
(2+3), and7jo/o (3+4). Plots such as
those shown in Figure 3 can be con-
structed from data From rwo exDerimen-
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Figure 3: Plot of log k versus %B for the data of Table l.

tal runs and allow us to predict retention

for conditions other than the input runs.
'We 

also c:rn use the plot to find condi-

tions for which we can obtain 2<h<l0
(or l<h<20) for our compounds.

Summary
Several principles have been presented

that will help you develop or modify LC

methods. A general strategy is to begin

method development with a high-o/oB

mobile phase, then work to weaker

mobile phases in a stepwise fashion. The

regular movement of peaks and the rule

of three will help you quickly find condi-

tions that give reasonable retention. By

keeping track of critical peak pairs and

watching how they change with changes

in 7oB, you can find conditions interme-

diate to your experimental runs that can

graphyonline.com

give a better separation. Because the rela-

tionship berween log I and o/oB is

approximately linea! we can leverage a

limited number of experimental runs to

help us identify regions ofpeak overlap,

mobile phase suengths that will give

favorable l-values, and predict retention

for conditions we have not yet run

exoerimentallv.
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